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Mechanical Engineering in the University of Sydney 1973 leaflet outlining facilities and areas of research includes
list of department staff and bibliography of departmet research publications
Mechanical Engineering at Michigan, 1868-1968 1968 an introduction to mechanical engineering 4e
introduces readers to today s ever emerging field of mechanical engineering as it instills an appreciation for how
engineers design hardware that builds and improves societies around the world this book is ideal for those
completing their first or second year in a college or university s mechanical engineering program it is also useful for
those studying a closely related field the authors effectively balance timely treatments of technical problem solving
skills design engineering analysis and modern technology to provide the solid mechanical engineering foundation
readers need for future success important notice media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version
An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering, SI Edition 2016-03-09 mechanical engineering design third edition si
version strikes a balance between theory and application and prepares students for more advanced study or
professional practice updated throughout it outlines basic concepts and provides the necessary theory to gain
insight into mechanics with numerical methods in design divided into three sections the text presents background
topics addresses failure prevention across a variety of machine elements and covers the design of machine
components as well as entire machines optional sections treating special and advanced topics are also included
features places a strong emphasis on the fundamentals of mechanics of materials as they relate to the study of
mechanical design furnishes material selection charts and tables as an aid for specific utilizations includes
numerous practical case studies of various components and machines covers applied finite element analysis in
design offering this useful tool for computer oriented examples addresses the abet design criteria in a systematic
manner presents independent chapters that can be studied in any order mechanical engineering design third
edition si version allows students to gain a grasp of the fundamentals of machine design and the ability to apply
these fundamentals to various new engineering problems
Mechanical Engineering Design (SI Edition) 2022-04-26 this book is designed to provide lecture notes theory and
experimental design of major concepts typically taught in most mechanics of materials courses in a sophomore or
junior level mechanical or civil engineering curriculum several essential concepts that engineers encounter in
practice such as statistical data treatment uncertainty analysis and monte carlo simulations are incorporated into
the experiments where applicable and will become integral to each laboratory assignment use of common strain
stress measurement techniques such as strain gages are emphasized application of basic electrical circuits such as
wheatstone bridge for strain measurement and use of load cells accelerometers etc are employed in experiments
stress analysis under commonly applied loads such as axial loading compression and tension shear loading flexural
loading cantilever and four point bending impact loading adhesive strength creep etc are covered labview software
with relevant data acquisition daq system is used for all experiments two final projects each spanning 2 3 weeks are
included i flexural loading with stress intensity factor determination and ii dynamic stress wave propagation in a
slender rod and determination of the stress strain curves at high strain rates the book provides theoretical concepts
that are pertinent to each laboratory experiment and prelab assignment that a student should complete to prepare
for the laboratory instructions for securing off the shelf components to design each experiment and their assembly
with figures are provided calibration procedure is emphasized whenever students assemble components or design
experiments detailed instructions for conducting experiments and table format for data gathering are provided each
lab assignment has a set of questions to be answered upon completion of experiment and data analysis lecture
notes provide detailed instructions on how to use labview software for data gathering during the experiment and
conduct data analysis
Mechanics of Materials Laboratory Course 2018-04-30 an introduction to mechanical engineering 4e introduces
readers to today s ever emerging field of mechanical engineering as it instills an appreciation for how engineers
design hardware that builds and improves societies around the world this book is ideal for those completing their
first or second year in a college or university s mechanical engineering program it is also useful for those studying a
closely related field the authors effectively balance timely treatments of technical problem solving skills design
engineering analysis and modern technology to provide the solid mechanical engineering foundation readers need
for future success important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version
An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering 2016-01-01 mechanical engineering at the university of arkansas
developed into a program and a department in the late nineteenth century as the state government slowly began to
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understand the importance of the subject as part of the land grant college s mission after moving into its own
building in the 1960s the mechanical engineering program successfully developed into one that balanced the needs
of faculty research with the needs of both undergraduate and graduate students this is the department s story
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Arkansas, 1874-2004 2004-01-01 an introduction to mechanical
engineering is an essential text for all first year undergraduate students as well as those studying for foundation
degrees and hnds the text gives a thorough grounding in the following core engineering topics thermodynamics
fluid mechanics solid mechanics dynamics electricals and electronics and materials science as well as mechanical
engineers the text will be highly relevant to civil automotive aeronautical aerospace and general engineering
students the text is written by an experienced team of first year lecturers at the internationally renowned university
of nottingham the material in this book has full student and lecturer support on an accompanying website at cw
tandf co uk mechanicalengineering which includes worked examples of exam style questions multiple choice self
assessment revision guides
An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering: 2009-04-24 compares the fields of engineering and engineering
technology and profiles jobs in mechanical engineering mechanical engineering technology aerospace automotive
nuclear and power engineering and heating ventilating refrigerating and air conditioning engineering
Is There a Mechanical Engineer Inside You? 2007 an introduction to mechanical engineering is an essential
text for all first year undergraduate students as well as those studying for foundation degrees and hnds the text
gives a thorough grounding in the following core engineering topics thermodynamics fluid mechanics solid
mechanics dynamics electricals and electronics and materials scien
An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering: Part 1 2009-04-24 future focused mechanical engineers invent
tomorrow s environmentally friendly motorized vehicles drones planes spaceships turbines robotics machinery
automated processes and solar systems the potential to build create and devise next gen tools is limitless if you
want to be at the forefront of tomorrow devise ways to rethink mechanics or start your own company studying
mechanical engineering is a great way to begin this college guidebook describes the ins and outs of mechanical
engineering and aids students in their college admissions pursuit any student considering mechanical engineering
as a college pursuit and career should read this book packed with admissions information an engineering degree
offers a ticket to an intriguing career tools to invent the future and financial opportunity yet competitive admission
to engineering programs remains difficult learn how to prepare apply and succeed in your quest to become a
mechanical engineer with the information contained in this book comb through this book of tips tools and university
profiles mechanical engineering s mix of science and art is the epitome of creativity and problem solving combining
management engineering and design mechanical engineers tirelessly produce sustainable futuristic transportation
equipment and robotics for manufacturing product development corporate entities and everyday citizens steam
focused students with diverse talents will help society overcome today s unprecedented challenges motivated and
inspired to change the future mechanical engineers are on the front lines of hope and possibility there is no other
book like this anywhere this valuable and informative guidebook contains everything you need to know about
college admissions for your future in the innovative and immersive world of mechanical engineering the skills you
learn are transferrable to numerous other fields with 65 university profiles this one of a kind full color college
admissions guidebook presents valuable information on internships summer programs testing interviews and
scholarships along with research profiles and fun facts inspired by my engineering bound students i created this
book to help you pursue your passion present your skills and abilities to admissions committees and gain a coveted
spot in your chosen profession produce an application that captivates decision makers infusing your unique talents
look through these pages for colleges that will take you on your journey toward a future in mechanical engineering
this book was written by dr rachel winston an award winning author and full time faculty member of the year dr
winston has published more than two dozen books in her 35 years as an educator she served as a chemist research
scientist mathematician quality control analyst college professor department chair and college counselor
College of Engineering 1970 includes annual reports bibliographies brochures and pamphlets bulletins describing
graduate programs directories manuals and newsletters such as meam alumnus and mechanica
The College Guidebook 2022-06-30 this book covers historical aspects and future directions of mechanical and
industrial engineering chapters of this book include applied mechanics and design tribology machining additive
manufacturing and management of industrial technologies
Graduate Study and Research in Mechanical Engineering 1952 one of the first books to provide in depth and
systematic application of finite element methods to the field of stochastic structural dynamics the parallel
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developments of the finite element methods in the 1950 s and the engineering applications of stochastic processes
in the 1940 s provided a combined numerical analysis tool for the studies of dynamics of structures and structural
systems under random loadings in the open literature there are books on statistical dynamics of structures and
books on structural dynamics with chapters dealing with random response analysis however a systematic treatment
of stochastic structural dynamics applying the finite element methods seems to be lacking aimed at advanced and
specialist levels the author presents and illustrates analytical and direct integration methods for analyzing the
statistics of the response of structures to stochastic loads the analysis methods are based on structural models
represented via the finite element method in addition to linear problems the text also addresses nonlinear problems
and non stationary random excitation with systems having large spatially stochastic property variations
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering & Applied Mechanics (University of Michigan) Publications 1908 this book framed in
the processes of engineering analysis and design presents concepts in mechanics of materials for students in two
year or four year programs in engineering technology architecture and building construction as well as for students
in vocational schools and technical institutes using the principles and laws of mechanics physics and the
fundamentals of engineering mechanics of materials an introduction for engineering technology will help aspiring
and practicing engineers and engineering technicians from across disciplines mechanical civil chemical and
electrical apply concepts of engineering mechanics for analysis and design of materials structures and machine
components the book is ideal for those seeking a rigorous algebra trigonometry based text on the mechanics of
materials
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 2021-12-01 mechanical engineering design third edition strikes a balance
between theory and application and prepares students for more advanced study or professional practice updated
throughout it outlines basic concepts and provides the necessary theory to gain insight into mechanics with
numerical methods in design divided into three sections the text presents background topics addresses failure
prevention across a variety of machine elements and covers the design of machine components as well as entire
machines optional sections treating special and advanced topics are also included features places a strong
emphasis on the fundamentals of mechanics of materials as they relate to the study of mechanical design furnishes
material selection charts and tables as an aid for specific utilizations includes numerous practical case studies of
various components and machines covers applied finite element analysis in design offering this useful tool for
computer oriented examples addresses the abet design criteria in a systematic manner presents independent
chapters that can be studied in any order introduces optional matlab solutions tied to the book and student learning
resources mechanical engineering design third edition allows students to gain a grasp of the fundamentals of
machine design and the ability to apply these fundamentals to various new engineering problems
Introduction to Dynamics and Control in Mechanical Engineering Systems 2016-05-02 provides an
overview of the field presents the educational background desired and discusses opportunities for women and
minorities
Mechanics of Materials 2014-12-10 this book contains the most important formulas and more than 140
completely solved problems from mechanics of materials and hydrostatics it provides engineering students material
to improve their skills and helps to gain experience in solving engineering problems particular emphasis is placed
on finding the solution path and formulating the basic equations topics include stress strain hooke s law tension and
compression in bars bending of beams torsion energy methods buckling of bars hydrostatics
Mechanical Engineering Design 2020-11 this book explores the history of mechanical engineering since the
bronze age focusing on machinery inventions and the development of mechanical technology it also discusses the
machinery industry and modern mechanical education the evolution of machinery is divided into three stages
ancient before the european renaissance modern mainly including the two industrial revolutions and contemporary
since the revolution in physics especially post second world war the book not only clarifies the development of
mechanical engineering but also reveals the driving forces behind it e g the economy national defense and human
scientific research activities to highlight the links between technology and society mechanical engineering and the
natural sciences and mechanical engineering and related technological areas though mainly intended as a textbook
or supplemental reading for graduate students the book also offers a unique resource for researchers and engineers
in mechanical engineering who wish to broaden their horizons
Opportunities in Mechanical Engineering 1978 this new dictionary covers all aspects of mechanical engineering
including thermodynamics heat transfer combustion stress analysis design manufacturing materials mechanics
dynamics vibrations and control it provides authoritative guidance for students practising engineers and others
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needing definitions of mechanical engineering terms
Mechanics of Materials – Formulas and Problems 2016-11-25 this textbook supports a range of core courses in
undergraduate materials and mechanical engineering curricula given at leading universities globally it presents
fundamentals and quantitative analysis of mechanical behavior of materials covering engineering mechanics and
materials deformation behavior fracture mechanics and failure design this book provides a holistic understanding of
mechanical behavior of materials and enables critical thinking through mathematical modeling and problem solving
each of the 15 chapters first introduces readers to the technologic importance of the topic and provides basic
concepts with diagrammatic illustrations and then its engineering analysis mathematical modelling along with
calculations are presented featuring 200 end of chapter calculations worked examples 120 diagrams 260 equations
on mechanics and materials the text is ideal for students of mechanical materials structural civil and aerospace
engineering
A History of Mechanical Engineering 2020-01-03 analyze and solve real world machine design problems using si
units mechanical design of machine components second edition si version strikes a balance between method and
theory and fills a void in the world of design relevant to mechanical and related engineering curricula the book is
useful in college classes and also serves as a reference for practicing engineers this book combines the needed
engineering mechanics concepts analysis of various machine elements design procedures and the application of
numerical and computational tools it demonstrates the means by which loads are resisted in mechanical
components solves all examples and problems within the book using si units and helps readers gain valuable insight
into the mechanics and design methods of machine components the author presents structured worked examples
and problem sets that showcase analysis and design techniques includes case studies that present different aspects
of the same design or analysis problem and links together a variety of topics in successive chapters si units are
used exclusively in examples and problems while some selected tables also show u s customary uscs units this
book also presumes knowledge of the mechanics of materials and material properties new in the second edition
presents a study of two entire real life machines includes finite element analysis coverage supported by examples
and case studies provides matlab solutions of many problem samples and case studies included on the book s
website offers access to additional information on selected topics that includes website addresses and open ended
web based problems class tested and divided into three sections this comprehensive book first focuses on the
fundamentals and covers the basics of loading stress strain materials deflection stiffness and stability this includes
basic concepts in design and analysis as well as definitions related to properties of engineering materials also
discussed are detailed equilibrium and energy methods of analysis for determining stresses and deformations in
variously loaded members the second section deals with fracture mechanics failure criteria fatigue phenomena and
surface damage of components the final section is dedicated to machine component design briefly covering entire
machines the fundamentals are applied to specific elements such as shafts bearings gears belts chains clutches
brakes and springs
A Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering 2013-04-25 introduction to kinematics and dynamics of machinery is
presented in lecture notes format and is suitable for a single semester three credit hour course taken by juniors in
an undergraduate degree program majoring in mechanical engineering it is based on the lecture notes for a
required course with a similar title given to junior and occasionally senior undergraduate students by the author in
the department of mechanical engineering at the university of calgary from 1981 and since 1996 at the university
of nebraska lincoln the emphasis is on fundamental concepts theory analysis and design of mechanisms with
applications while it is aimed at junior undergraduates majoring in mechanical engineering it is suitable for junior
undergraduates in biological system engineering aerospace engineering construction management and
architectural engineering
Industrial Management Notes for Mechanical Engineering Course, M.E. 135, University of Michigan
1949 featuring in depth discussions on tensile and compressive properties shear properties strength hardness
environmental effects and creep crack growth mechanical properties of engineered materials considers
computation of principal stresses and strains mechanical testing plasticity in ceramics metals intermetallics and
polymers materials selection for thermal shock resistance the analysis of failure mechanisms such as fatigue
fracture and creep and fatigue life prediction it is a top shelf reference for professionals and students in materials
chemical mechanical corrosion industrial civil and maintenance engineering and surface chemistry
Mechanical Behavior of Materials 2022-12-04 originally published in 1951 and the first english book on the
subject this textbook is aimed at both the specialist and non specialist alike and provides a thorough and detailed
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introduction on the principles that underlie the action of automatic controls servo mechanisms and regulators the
early chapters provide a solid foundation to the theory of control and are in the most part descriptive introducing
fundamental terminology and explaining the principles which underlie the operation of all control systems whilst in
the last three chapters more advanced techniques are used to give an account of the methods employed by control
engineers modern contributions to the theory at the time are included and questions are set at the end of each
chapter giving a historical summary of the main landmarks in the development of control theory this book will be of
value to anyone with an interest in the history of engineering
Mechanical Design of Machine Components 2018-09-03 shigley s mechanical engineering design is intended for
students beginning the study of mechanical engineering design students will find that the text directs them into
familiarity with the basics of design decisions and the standards of industrial components it combines the
straightforward focus on fundamentals that instructors have come to expect with a modern emphasis on design and
new applications this edition maintains the well designed approach that has made this book the standard in
machine design for nearly 50 years mcgraw hill s connect is available as an optional add on item connect is the only
integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need
when they need it how they need it so that class time is more effective connect allows the instructor to assign
homework quizzes and tests easily and automatically grades and records the scores of the student s work
Introduction to Kinematics and Dynamics of Machinery 2017-12-06 this practical user friendly reference book
of common mechanical engineering concepts is geared toward makers who don t have or want an engineering
degree but need to know the essentials of basic mechanical elements to successfully accomplish their personal
projects the book provides practical mechanical engineering information supplemented with the applicable math
science physics and engineering theory without being boring like a typical textbook most chapters contain at least
one hands on fully illustrated step by step project to demonstrate the topic being discussed and requires only
common inexpensive easily sourced materials and tools some projects also provide alternative materials and tools
and processes to align with the reader s individual preferences skills tools and materials at hand linked together via
the authors overarching project building a kid sized tank the chapters describe the thinking behind each mechanism
and then expands the discussions to similar mechanical concepts in other applications written with humor a bit of
irreverence and entertaining personal insights and first hand experiences the book presents complex concepts in an
uncomplicated way highlights include provides mechanical engineering information that includes math science
physics and engineering theory without being a textbook contains hands on projects in each chapter that require
common inexpensive easily sourced materials and tools all hands on projects are fully illustrated with step by step
instructions some hands on projects provide alternative materials and tools processes to align with the reader s
individual preferences skills tools and materials at hand includes real world insights from the authors like tips and
tricks staying on track and fail moments lost track many chapters contain a section tracking further that dives
deeper into the chapter subject for those readers that are interested in more details of the topic builds on two
related make projects to link and illustrate all the chapter topics and bring individual concepts together into one
system furnishes an accompanying website that offers further information illustrations projects discussion boards
videos animations patterns drawings etc learn to effectively use professional mechanical engineering principles in
your projects without having to graduate from engineering school
Mechanical Properties of Engineered Materials 2002-11-20 the evolution of soft computing applications has
offered a multitude of methodologies and techniques that are useful in facilitating new ways to address practical
and real scenarios in a variety of fields in particular these concepts have created significant developments in the
engineering field soft computing techniques and applications in mechanical engineering is a pivotal reference
source for the latest research findings on a comprehensive range of soft computing techniques applied in various
fields of mechanical engineering featuring extensive coverage on relevant areas such as thermodynamics fuzzy
computing and computational intelligence this publication is an ideal resource for students engineers research
scientists and academicians involved in soft computing techniques and applications in mechanical engineering
areas
An Introduction to the Theory of Control in Mechanical Engineering 2016-05-26 mechanics of materials is
the uncontested leader for the teaching of solid mechanics used by thousands of students around the globe since
publication mechanics of materials provides a precise presentation of the subject illustrated with numerous
engineering examples that students both understand and relate to theory and application the tried and true
methodology for presenting material gives students the best opportunity to succeed in this course from the detailed
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examples to the homework problems to the carefully developed solutions manual instructors and students can be
confident the material is clearly explained and accurately represented mcgraw hill s connect is also available as an
optional add on item connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously
adapting to deliver precisely what they need when they need it how they need it so that class time is more effective
connect allows the professor to assign homework quizzes and tests easily and automatically grades and records the
scores of the student s work problems are randomized to prevent sharing of answers an may also have a multi step
solution which helps move the students learning along if they experience difficulty
ISE Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design 2019-01-29 principles of composite material mechanics covers a
unique blend of classical and contemporary mechanics of composites technologies it presents analytical approaches
ranging from the elementary mechanics of materials to more advanced elasticity and finite element numerical
methods discusses novel materials such as nanocomposites and hybrid multiscale composites and examines the
hygrothermal viscoelastic and dynamic behavior of composites this fully revised and expanded fourth edition of the
popular bestseller reflects the current state of the art fresh insight gleaned from the author s ongoing composites
research and pedagogical improvements based on feedback from students colleagues and the author s own course
notes new to the fourth edition new worked out examples and homework problems are added in most chapters
bringing the grand total to 95 worked out examples a 19 increase and 212 homework problems a 12 increase
worked out example problems and homework problems are now integrated within the chapters making it clear to
which section each example problem and homework problem relates answers to selected homework problems are
featured in the back of the book principles of composite material mechanics fourth edition provides a solid
foundation upon which students can begin work in composite materials science and engineering a complete
solutions manual is included with qualifying course adoption
Mechanical Engineering for Makers 2020-01-15 this book presents selected extended papers from the first
international conference on mechanical engineering incom2018 realized at the jadavpur university kolkata india the
papers focus on diverse areas of mechanical engineering and some innovative trends in mechanical engineering
design industrial practices and mechanical engineering education original significant and visionary papers were
selected for this edition specially on interdisciplinary and emerging areas all papers were peer reviewed
Soft Computing Techniques and Applications in Mechanical Engineering 2017-12-29 now fully incorporated with si
units these books teach students the basic mechanical behaviour of materials at rest statics and in motion
dynamics while developing their mastery of engineering methods of analysing and solving problems traditionally
books for the statics and dynamics courses require students simply to plug problem data into standardised
mathematical formulas and then compute an answer without thinking through the problem beforehand pytel and
kiusalaas reject this plug and chug approach in sample problems throughout the book the authors direct students to
identify the number of unknowns and independent equations in the problem before they attempt to calculate an
answer in this way pytel and kiusalaas continually train students to think about how and why problems can be
solved by recognising up front whether a problem is statically determinate or statically indeterminate pytel and
kiusalaas is the only textbook that continually reinforces students ability to recognise determinacy and
indeterminacy developing this ability in students is a priority for all instructors especially in the statics course
publisher s website
Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts Announcement 1920 differential
transformation method for mechanical engineering problems focuses on applying dtm to a range of mechanical
engineering applications the authors modify traditional dtm to produce two additional methods multi step
differential transformation method ms dtm and the hybrid differential transformation method and finite difference
method hybrid dtm fdm it is then demonstrated how these can be a suitable series solution for engineering and
physical problems such as the motion of a spherical particle nanofluid flow and heat transfer and micropolar fluid
flow and heat transfer presents the differential transformation method and why it holds an advantage over higher
order taylor series methods includes a full mathematical introduction to dtm ms dtm and hybrid dtm covers the use
of these methods for solving a range of problems in areas such as nanofluid flow heat transfer and motion of a
spherical particle in different conditions provides numerous examples and exercises which will help the reader fully
grasp the practical applications of these new methods
Mechanics of Materials 2014-01-24 a component will not be reliable unless it is designed with required reliability
reliability based mechanical design uses the reliability to link all design parameters of a component together to
form a limit state function for mechanical design this design methodology uses the reliability to replace the factor of
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safety as a measure of the safe status of a component the goal of this methodology is to design a mechanical
component with required reliability and at the same time quantitatively indicates the failure percentage of the
component reliability based mechanical design consists of two separate books volume 1 component under static
load and volume 2 component under cyclic load and dimension design with required reliability this book is reliability
based mechanical design volume 1 component under static load it begins with a brief discussion on the engineering
design process and the fundamental reliability mathematics then the book presents several computational methods
for calculating the reliability of a component under loads when its limit state function is established finally the book
presents how to establish the limit state functions of a component under static load and furthermore how to
calculate the reliability of typical components under simple typical static load and combined static loads now we do
know the reliability of a component under static load and can quantitively specify the failure percentage of a
component under static load the book presents many examples for each topic and provides a wide selection of
exercise problems at the end of each chapter this book is written as a textbook for junior mechanical engineering
students after they study the course of mechanics of materials this book is also a good reference book for design
engineers and presents design check methods in such sufficient detail that those methods are readily used in the
design check of a component under static load
Mechanical Engineering (Uttarakhand Technical University) 2006-01-01 mechanical engineering was the
first school of engineering to be established at purdue university in 1882 from just 120 students the school has
grown over the last 130 years to serve over 1 800 undergraduate and graduate students annually originally located
in mechanics hall a one story red brick building mechanical engineering now has extensive facilities that include
two major satellite research laboratories ray w herrick laboratories and maurice j zucrow laboratories named in
honor of the first director there are more than 30 additional instructional and research laboratories including the
roger b gatewood wing which opened in 2011 and increased the space available to students and faculty by 44 000
square feet full steam ahead tells the story of the school of mechanical engineering and looks to a future where
purdue engineers are leading the world and making advances in biotechnology nanotechnology robotics design and
manufacturing and renewable energy distinguished alumni included in this publication range from astronauts like
gus grissom and jerry ross to bob peterson lead writer and co director for the oscar winning animated film up
Principles of Composite Material Mechanics 2016-02-10
Advances in Materials, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 2019-01-09
Engineering Mechanics 2008
Differential Transformation Method for Mechanical Engineering Problems 2016-11-17
Reliability-Based Mechanical Design, Volume 1 2022-05-31
Full Steam Ahead 2013-11-01
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